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Now Published 
CPM in Construction Management 

Addendum to 8th and Interim 9th Edition 
 
Why an “interim 9th” and “addendum to 8th” rather than publishing a new 
full 9th Edition is a matter of the economics of the publishing industry, and current 
reorganization of and within McGraw-Hill. The Authors of the 8th Edition, James 
O’Brien and Fredric Plotnick, met and spoke often in the years since publication of the 
8th Edition in 2016, with many discussions upon what should be considered for a 9th 
Edition slated for 2021. The realities of publishing since 2016 and Jim’s passing in 
2020 have placed much in limbo, and so this Addendum is now needed to avoid further 
delay. After all – a new Edition for a book on CPM in Construction Management 
should accept no delay. Introductory Pricing for our Online PDF edition is only $20 

 

 
   
CPM in Construction Management Addendum to 8th / Interim 9th Edition 

Introductory Pricing for Online PDF is only $20 

on sale now - Click to purchase 
or go to www.CPMinConstructionManagement.com and scroll to the bottom. 

 
 

Construction CPM Conference 
Virtual Now and to Return to LIVE Events in January 2023 

 

Construction CPM Conference 2022 is UP and running with both new and 
reposted content. Click to http://constructioncpm.com/At-A-Glance/at_a_glance2022.htm to 
see what is currently displayed. We have six “tracks” of content filling fast with basic to 
advanced theory, “how to” tutorials on multiple softwares for both CPM and other 
forms of scheduling, and the legal aspects of use of these tools. ALL ARE VIEWABLE 
FOR FREE to our current and past Attendees and your sponsoring employers.  

For more detail on CCC22, please continue to Page Two of this Newsletter.  

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=KBFQ2K3XPN5UA
http://www.cpminconstructionmanagement.com/
http://constructioncpm.com/At-A-Glance/at_a_glance2022.htm


We continue to actively solicit your knowledge to share with colleagues. 
Please share your Abstract for our review. We prefer a presentation of 50 to 75 minutes, 
but can support those shorter or longer. We are looking for lectures on theory of CPM 
or related to CPM involving Risk, BIM, Cost, and AI. We are looking for instruction on 
software focusing upon “how to use” rather than “what it does.” We are looking for 
teaching of the use of our skills for purposes of building the project and beyond to 
documentation and legal aspects. Those selected will be asked to provide voice-over 
presentations (preferred in an MP4 file format,) and availability for Zoom-style Q&A. 
  We are also publishing “Oldie but Goodies” from the past including Keynote 
Addresses all the way back to that by Dick Faris in 2012, Great Debates, Best of James J. 
O’Brien, and Mock Trials. We even are sharing video of our live Jazz Club featuring 
Charmaine Neville. So tune in now to view content currently posted, and return from 
time to view new material provided as YOU share. 
 

 
 

For those who attend a conference to obtain continuing education credit, 
we also have you covered in our Construction CPM Conference way of providing more 
for less. Authors and Presenters of content are asked to provide three Challenge 
Questions which “prove” Attendee are indeed viewing the presentation. These may be 
technical in nature but often are simply showing “being awake” by queries about the 
Presenter’s favorite color or other non-technical comment made. Properly answering 
the Questions generates a Certificate and email which may be used by PMI, ASCE, and 
most model states for PE Professional Engineering license PDH. For our Attorney-
Attendees, we are again pursuing accreditation of credits by the Florida and other Bars 
Typical pricing is $5 per PDH which is then donated to the Philadelphia Chapter of the 
Pennsylvania Society of Professional Engineers. Non-Conference courses also are 
available in many fields of engineering. Go to http://pspe-philly.org/MCECourses/BuyNow-1.htm 
for new and old lectures by the like of Jim Zack, Chris Carson, Glen Palmer, David 
Long, Saleh Mubarak and others. Presenters may usually claim double credit. 
 

Be well – get vaccinated and yet maintain safe conducts – enjoy life. 
 
 

http://pspe-philly.org/MCECourses/BuyNow-1.htm

